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SURVEY RESULTS: STANDARD QUESTIONS

SURVEY RESULTS FOR STANDARD QUESTIONS

CURRENT ACTIVITY
Tables 1 and 2 report the
most recent results of the St.
Cloud Area Business Outlook
Survey. Responses are from 48
area businesses that returned
the recent mailing in time to be
included in the report. Participating firms are representative of the diverse collection of
businesses in the St. Cloud
area. They include retail, manufacturing, construction, financial, health services and
government enterprises both
small and large. Survey responses are strictly confidential. Written and oral comments have not been attributed
to individual firms.
With the exception of two
key items, the diffusion index
numbers reported in Table 1
are somewhat weaker than
three months ago. This is mostly a normal seasonal effect, so
there is no cause for alarm. For
example, the current business
activity index is 35.5, which is
lower than the 50.8 reading last
quarter, but considerably
above the 25.4 value recorded
one year ago. However, as was
noted earlier, the August 2016
survey was characterized by
considerable uncertainty that
appears to have been associated with the state and local elections that fall. This makes yearago comparisons challenging
since the abnormal weakness
in August 2016 appears to be an
outlier. With that noted, it still
appears the current business
activity index has been trending upward over the past couple of years (see accompanying
chart).
Diffusion indices for current employment and length of
the workweek remain solid.
Thirty-one percent of surveyed
firms expanded payrolls over
the past three months and the
workweek has lengthened for a
similar percentage of firms.
Few companies report reduced
payrolls or a shorter workweek. A diffusion index represents the percentage of respondents indicating an increase
minus the percentage indicating a decrease in any given
quarter. For any given item, a
positive index usually indicates
expanding activity, while a
negative index implies declining conditions.
The diffusion index on current capital expenditures is the
highest recorded in four years.
We have been expecting higher
capital expenditures numbers
for some time. Now that interest rates are starting to inch
up, local firms may be trying to
lock into capital expansion
plans before rates inevitably
rise over the next couple of
years.
As can be seen in the accompanying chart, the diffusion
index on current worker shortages is the highest recorded in
the current business conditions
survey since 1999. Forty-six
percent of surveyed firms
report increased difficulty
attracting qualified workers in
the current quarter and no
firms had less difficulty find-

ing workers. There appears to
be no relief in sight for area
firms who wish to attract qualified workers.
As highlighted last quarter,
one of the adjustments area
firms are making to prolonged
worker shortages is higher
wage offers. This trend continued this quarter. Fifty-two
percent of surveyed firms
report paying increased employee compensation in the
current quarter. No firms paid
lower compensation. The current prices-received index
cooled down in the recent quarter. After jumping to its highest
level in two years last quarter,
the current prices-received
index fell to 16.6 this quarter.
While this reading is well below
that observed last quarter, it is
considerably higher than the
1.8 value from one year ago.
Finally, nearly one-fourth of
surveyed firms report improved national business conditions over the last three
months. Only three firms (6.3
percent) saw a decline in national activity.
As always, firms were asked
to report any factors that are
affecting their business. These
comments include:
» President Trump.
» The tight labor market is
forcing us to be more creative
in how we attract and keep
good employees.
» Finding reliable help is an
ongoing issue.
» While technology is very
innovative on the surface, the
real winners in technology are
the providers of such technology. It feels like there has been
a giant appropriation of value
toward the providers of technology and away from the providers of goods and services on
which the very technology providers depend, both businesses
and consumers. Technology
firms are the modern day Mafia
— they creep into your back
pocket and continue to pull
money out. Doesn't matter if it
is your phone, your internet,
your cable, your financial accounts or your business — almost impossible to switch without additional expense only to
end up being sucked into a new
Mafia organization with the
same end game. Not sure what
the answer is.
» The ability to hire and
retain skilled engineers.
» Obamacare.
» Please let our local government know that money doesn't
grow on trees. Added costs of
regulations, energy and feelgood projects that get them
elected have to come from
somewhere, and commercial
properties and businesses seem
to bear the brunt of their expenditures.
» Health care costs.
» Need to get programs to
train tradespeople that are not
connected to unions or prevailing wage regulations. It is an
antiquated system that needs to
modernize to include all personnel in the trades.
» Slow growth and increasing costs are putting pressure
on margins.

» Entry-level laborers and
workers have been extremely
hard to find this year.
» As always, our business is
seasonal and we are busier in
the winter, but summers have
really picked up.
» The number of (Minnesota
service providers in our industry) has declined by 40 percent
in the past 10 years. Young
(service providers) are coming
on but training is an issue and
expense for firms (in our industry).

FUTURE OUTLOOK
Table 2 reports the future
outlook for area businesses.
With the possible exception of
the future national business
activity index, the six-month
ahead outlook of area busi-

nesses remains generally solid.
While the index on future overall business activity is higher
than was recorded in the August survey last year, it is still
lower than the three August
readings recorded from 20132015.
Forty-two percent of surveyed businesses expect improved business activity by
February 2018 and 15 percent
expect future conditions to
worsen. The future employment index is higher than it
was last August, although the
majority of surveyed firms
expect unchanged payrolls in
six months’ time. Twenty-three
percent of surveyed firms are
expecting to use existing workers more intensively through
an expanded workweek in six
months’ time. The index num-

ber on length of workweek in
Table 2 is the highest response
ever recorded in the August
survey! This is a clear sign that
area firms are adjusting to the
regional labor shortage by
expanding the hours worked by
their existing work force.
Twenty-one percent of surveyed firms expect to receive
higher prices by February.
Only two firms think future
prices will fall. As can be seen
in the accompanying chart, the
future prices received index
has slowly inched up over the
past four years. Expected future employee compensation
also remains elevated for surveyed firms — 52 percent of
firms expect higher wages,
salaries and fringe benefits by
the first quarter of 2018 and no
firms expect employee compensation to fall. The current
rise in capital expenditures
reported in Table 1 may be a
sign that surveyed firms will
be slowing future purchases of
equipment, machinery and
structures. At a value of 18.7,
the future capital expenditures
index is the third-lowest recorded since August 2012. Only
one-fourth of surveyed businesses expect to expand capital
purchases by February.
The national business activity outlook weakened this
quarter. As can be seen in the
accompanying chart, the value
of the future national business
activity index plummeted to
8.4 this quarter, its secondlowest reading since the recession period of February
2009. With only 19 percent of
surveyed firms expecting
national business activity to
improve in six months’ time,
the uncertainty experienced
in August 2016 seems to be
repeating itself. Since this
quarter’s national business
activity reading is so much
lower than we have seen in
recent quarters, we will be
paying close attention to this
item in coming quarters.
Finally, area firms expect
continued difficulty attracting
qualified workers. One-third of
firms anticipate increased
difficulty attracting qualified
workers by February, and no
survey respondent thinks these
pressures will decrease. The
diffusion index on future difficulty attracting qualified workers has now been elevated for
the past several years.

